
DOMINO GAMES 

Going Fishing (Grades K and 1) 
Place the dominoes face down in the Domino Pool area. 
Start a timer. Turn over the dominoes and place onto the 
fish based on the sums. Try to finish before time is up. 
 
Snowflake Shuffle (Grades K, 1 and 2) 
Place your dominoes face down on the Snowflake Shuffle 
Board. 
The object is to be the first to find two dominoes with a 
sum of 12. This can be played with a buddy or with a 
timer. The dominoes will pair out without any left over! 
How many ways can you make 12? 
 

Choose and Count (Grades K and 1) 
Each person chooses a domino and counts all the dots.  
The player with the most dots wins and keeps both 
dominos. 
 
Choose and Add (Grades K, 1 and 2) 
Each person chooses a domino and says the addition 

equation.(Ex.  “5 + 2”.) Then the player says the 
sum of the dots.  The player greatest sum wins and keeps 
both dominos. 
 

Choose and Subtract (Grades K, 1 and 2) 
Each person chooses a domino and says the subtraction 

equation.(Ex.  “5 - 2”.) Then the player says the 
difference of the dots.  The player greatest difference wins 
and keeps both dominos. 
 
Choose and Add 2-Digit (Grades 2-5) 
Each person chooses two dominoes and says the addition 

equation. (Ex.   “52 + 63”.) Then the 
players finds the sum of their two 2-digit numbers.  The 
player greatest sum wins and keeps all the dominos. 
 
Choose and Subtract 2-Digit (Grades 2-5) 
Each person chooses two dominoes and says the 

subtraction equation. (Ex.    “63 – 
52”.)  Then the players find the difference of their two 2-
digit numbers.  The player with the greatest difference 
wins and keeps all the dominos. 

MORE DOMINO GAMES 

Choose and Compare (Grades 1 and 2) 
Each person chooses a domino and says their 2-digit 
number.  

(Ex.  “I have 63”,   “I have 52”.)   
The players compare their dominoes.  The player with the 
greatest domino wins and keeps both dominos. 
 
Choose and Multiply 2-Digit (Grades 4 and 5) 
Each person chooses two dominoes and says the 
multiplication equation.  

(Ex.     “63 x 52”.)   
Then the players find the product of the two 2-digit 
numbers.  The player with the greatest product wins and 
keeps all the dominos. 
 
Fraction Compare with ½  (Grade 3 and 4) 
Players each choose a domino to use as a fraction  

(Ex.  = 
3

6
)  Players need to say whether their fraction 

is more than ½, less than ½, or equal to ½.  If their fraction 
is more than ½, they get 1 point. 
 
Fraction Compare (Grade 4 and 5) 
Players each choose a domino to use as a fraction  

(Ex.  = 
3

6
)  Players need to compare their fractions.  

Whoever has the greater fraction gets both dominoes. 
 
Fraction Action (Grade 5) 
Players choose 2 dominoes to create fractions to practice 
different operations:  
 

 
 

 

 

Math Games 
 

GAMES TO PLAY WITH DICE, 
DOMINOES AND PLAYING CARDS 
TO PRACTICE MATH CONCEPTS 

 

 

 



DICE GAMES 

Roll and Compare (Grades K and 1) 
Roll two dice and compare them.  Whoever has the 
greatest number gets a point. 

 
Roll and Add (Grades K, 1, and 2) 
Roll two to four dice and add them together.  If playing 
with a partner, take turns rolling the dice and adding them 
together.  Compare the two sums.  Whoever has the 
higher sum gets a point. 
 
Roll and Subtract (Grades K, 1, and 2) 
Roll two dice and subtract.  If playing with a partner, roll 2 
dice and subtract.  Let your partner roll the dice and 
subtract.  Compare the two differences.  Whoever has the 
lower difference gets a point. 
 
Roll and Add (2-digit) (Grades 2-5) 
Roll two dice and use the numbers to create a 2-digit 
number.  Roll them again to create another 2-digit 
number.  Add the two 2-digit numbers together.  If playing 
with a partner, take turns rolling the dice to create two 2-
digit numbers to add together.  Compare the two sums.  
Whoever has the higher sum gets a point. 
 
Roll and Subtract (2-digit) (Grades 2-5) 
Roll two dice and use the numbers to create a 2-digit 
number.  Roll them again to create another 2-digit 
number.  Subtract the two 2-digit numbers.  If playing with 
a partner, take turns rolling the dice to create two 2-digit 
numbers to subtract.  Compare the two differences.  
Whoever has the lower difference gets a point. 
 
Roll and Compare (2-digit) (Grades 1 and 2) 
Roll two dice and use the numbers to create a 2-digit 
number.  Let your partner roll two dice and use the 
numbers to create a 2-digit number.  Whoever has the 
greatest number gets a point. 
 
Circles and Stars (Grades 3-5) 
To play, a player rolls a number cube to find out how 
many circles to draw, then rolls the cube again to find out 
how many stars to draw in each circle. The player then 
writes how many stars in all. 

 

CARD GAMES 

Compare (Grades K and 1) 
Remove the face cards from the deck (K, Q, J).  Draw two 
cards and compare them to each other.  The person with 
the greatest number card wins and gets both cards. 
 
Double Compare with Addition (Grades K, 1, and 2) 
Remove the face cards from the deck (K, Q, J).  Each 
person draws two cards, and adds the numbers together.   
The person with the greatest sum wins and gets all the 
cards. 
 
Double Compare with Place Value (Grades 1 and 2) 
Remove the face cards from the deck (K, Q, J).  Each 
person draws two cards, and creates the highest number 
possible.   The person with the greatest number wins and 
gets all the cards. 
 

2-Digit Addition Compare (Grades 2-5) 
Remove the face cards from the deck (K, Q, J).  Each 
person draws four cards, and creates two 2-digit numbers.   
The person with the greatest sum wins and gets all the 
cards. 
 
2-Digit Subtraction Compare (Grades 2-5) 
Remove the face cards from the deck (K, Q, J).  Each 
person draws four cards, and creates two 2-digit numbers.   
The person with the greatest difference wins and gets all 
the cards. 
 
Triple Compare with Place Value (Grades 2-5) 
Remove the face cards from the deck (K, Q, J).  Each 
person draws three cards, and creates the highest 
number possible.   The person with the greatest number 
wins and gets all the cards. 
 

Triple Compare with Multiplication (Grades 3-5) 
Remove the face cards from the deck (K, Q, J).  Each 
person draws three cards, and uses them to create a 2-
digit number and a 1-digit number.  Then they multiply the 
2-digit and 1-digit numbers together.  The person with the 
greatest number wins and gets all the cards. 
 
 

 

MORE CARD GAMES 

3-Digit Addition Compare (Grades 2-5) 
Remove the face cards from the deck (K, Q, J).  Each 
person draws six cards, and creates two 3-digit numbers.   
The person with the greatest sum wins and gets all the 
cards. 
 

3-Digit Subtraction Compare (Grades 2-5) 
Remove the face cards from the deck (K, Q, J).  Each 
person draws six cards, and creates two 3-digit numbers.   
The person with the greatest difference wins and gets all 
the cards. 
 
Large Number Compare with Place Value (Grades 3-5) 
Remove the face cards from the deck (K, Q, J).  Each 
person draws the same amount of cards, and creates the 
highest number possible.   The person with the greatest 
number wins and gets all the cards. 
 
Quad Compare with Multiplication (Grades 4 and 5) 
Remove the face cards from the deck (K, Q, J).  Each 
person draws four cards, and uses them to create two  
2-digit numbers.  Then they multiply the two 2-digit 
numbers together.  The person with the greatest number 
wins and gets all the cards. 

 


